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Africa bound
Seniors prepare to leave on.
mission trip to Kenya Dec~ 28
KELLIOHRENBERGER
business man;:~ger

Christmas festivities and the usualAmericanholiday t.raditiJ>ns will be Short-lived for six Harding
students this year as they prepare to leave Dee. 28
for an eight-month mission trip w Afri.ea.
Seniol's Erika Ross, Rachel Cox, Karen Baur
Amanda Moo~ K:riste,n Carroll and graduat-e student Alicia Bright will be departing from Harding
te live in Sang'ala, a temot¢ village in Kenya until
.A~gust 2005.
The group will be teaching
at the Mariann Sc'hool, a primaryscboollocatedin Sang'alo.
• IB1 kl depart fa'
In addition, they plan to conduct
AR:a ool& 28
yonth rallies inthe villa~'s surrounding areas. The group is also
planning to minister specifically
to ~e local teenage girls.
'We really want to be youth
Illini$ers to these girls Who don't
have Ghristi.an influences_in their.
lives " Baur said.
. Cox said she hopes llhey will

oe a
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~
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behaVior both during and after the mission trip.
"We hope to make aJasting impact on the teenage
girls that are-there, and thahve can get them to understan.d that·God wants purity in their lives," dox
said. ''Even though this is only an eight-month trip,
we want the effects to last long after we leave."
This six-student group was formed in November
2003 after some of the girls took aJiel.d trip with
th.ei:r Bible class. Cox, whO: lived in Africa for 10
years during her childhood, express~ a desire: to<
return to thiS area.
"I want to go back because of the great need that
they have there for teachers," Cox said.
While working in Sang'alo, the team will not
enjoy the luxuries of North American living. Three
cement-floored houses are being built for the group
to live in.
, Though the houses will have basic kitchens, they
'will .no~ ha.'!'e ,tuiining water.
"We'll be roughing it compared to American
standards," Baur said. "But I'm really looking forward to leaving behind all of the ·distractions we
have here."
• See Group, page 3

LISA BLOUNT

Created in his image
Sopi)Qmore John R,oss spreads re~ p<!iotonto his canvas during tf:ie laS! Ha(bffi
devotional ofthe~meSter In tl:le Mclnte_er Rotunda Dec. 8. Students watched as
Rass created a painting of Jesus over the ,course of about ao minutes.

England to speak at graduation ceremony Dec. 18
REBECCA KING
student reporter

•

cation management maj6r from Beaton
who will be graduating next week.<!'J.¢d
she transferred ttl Barding and has at-

A total of 278 students will graduate tended for two and a half years.
She said she will return to Massain a ceremony in the Benson Auditorium
chusett.s and w~ as a sales·manager
at 10 a.m. Dec. 18.
While eight of these students are in her family's re9le~te l;lusiness.
"'t's truly 1reen an aweso.me
only walking and still have some
e:xperienee ~use:itl a Cl;lriScredits remaining, the rest have
tian university " Burton said.
completed all the requirements
"It's a very wholesome envi.for their degrees.
roninent.Agood academic·and
Compared to the May 2004
spiritual life m:akep 't ~ oomgraduation of 538, there are 52
plete package foT Cluistians.
percent fewer students graduYou couldltt ask for ·anypbJng
,ating this winter.
more."
· Since it is common for stu·Senior Paul Cartwright of
dents to begin college in the ENGLAND
League City, Texas, is a youth
'fall and finiSh' four years later
and family ministry major who
in the spring, most winter graduations
will work for a church in Pocahontas,
are generally low;er in number.
Before the tassels, are tlumeQ, the Ark., after graduation. He has attended
seniors will walk across -the stage to Harding for fout and a half years.
"I have had a good experience," Cartreceive their dilJ]Qma and ahandsliake
from President David Burks. after hear- wright said. 'Tve gr.own up a lot and ening a speech from Dr. Don England, dis- courage others tO come to Harding."
tinguished professor of chemistry.
For students already at Harding,
Senior Tamika Burton, a communi- Cartwright offers some practical ad-

vice as gradu,ation approaches.
"Mak.e sure yolfie rea~y w_hen_interviewillg foJ: jobs.' Cartwright said.
"Learn patience; people: don't always
· get baqk to you soon."
'
·. $enior Lindsey Harriman, an otal
coriimuriications major from Seminole,
Texas; has been at Harding four. and a
half years. She said she will be teaching
theater at a high school in Wills Point,
Texas; after graduation. ,
,
"Looking back, I woul~t do anyfhing
diffE}rently," Harriman said. "My expe. rience at Harding has molded me and
shaped me spiritually and mentally. I
made lifetime friends. I have no regrets
coming here."
·
Harriman said she also encourages
current students to live for the :m.oment, a thing sometimes difficult to
· do as attending college is planning for
the future.
''Enjoy where. you are now," Harriman
said ''You'llrealizesbonyoucan'ttakenaps
at 2 p.m. in your dorm. You won't get a
weekfor'Thanksgivingorthreeweeksat
Christmas. Live up the college life." •

copy editor
.
.
The Harding University concert band did not
perform the traditional Christmas chapel concert
this year for the student body, but instead, put on a
concert Tuesday, Nov. 30, in the Mclnteer plaza.
Mike Chance, assistant professor of music and director of Harding's bands, said he decided to change
the tradition for several reasons.
"Chapel is a short time span that should be focused on a devotional rather than entertainment,"
Chance said. "From that, there is not. enough time
to give a performance other than just an overview
performance."
This yem:, Craig Jones, music teacher at Harding
Aca9emy fillecl in for the holiday band:in chapel Tuesday, Dec. 7 bringing laughter to students through a
wide variety of impersonations as he read "Twas the
Night Before ChriStmas." Then, he led the students
in.Singing Christmas. songs, while they shook their
. - lc-eys an.ci-sl!lpped-the f!()bgpooks together, a tradition associated with the holiday band.
Junior Chuck Elliott said he was greatly impressed with Jones' talent.
"Craig Jones' impersonations were totally 'scrumtrulescent' and should be included in the program
every year," Elliott said. "However, singing with the
band is a long-standing tradition, and I hate to see
it interrupted. So I say combin.e Craig Jones and the
band for a winning Christmas chapel."
Sophomore Leah Nave said she enjoyed Jones'
humor but was disappointed the band didn't play.
"I felt let-down,'' Nave said. 'Tm going to Harding
. University in Australia next year, so I was looking
forward to seeing,it one last time before I go."
Chance said he decided last summer to replace the
Christmas chapel concert with a night concert.
''The outdoor performance gives us an opportunity
to play a larger variety of Christmas music, and it
allows us to perform not only for Harding students
1
but the community as well during the holiday season," Chance said.
Chance said he received some phone calls expressing disappointment about the absence of the
band, but he said the comments about the outdoor
concert have been positive .
. ''We will try to continue [the night concerts] in
the following years and hope that as we go along,
we will make changes that can only improve our
performance," Chance said. •

Craig Jones jingles his keys along with the rest of the chapel
attendants during a revised Christmas chapel Dec. 7. Christmas
chapel is a long-standing tradition at Harding.
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Eiffel Tower gets temporary skating rink
An ice skating rink opened today on a platform 57 meters (about 187 feet) above the
ground on the Eiffel Tower.
The 200 square-meter rink can hold up to
about 80 people skating at one time, according
to a Reuters report.
An ice skating rink had been added to the
tower before in 1969, according to Isabelle Esnous from the group running of the tower. Esnous assured people that the rink is safe since
it is set on a platform, and security measures
are already in place.
The ice rink will be open until Jan. 23.

WEEKLY WINDOW

.

'

Scientists create cell phone that blooms
Scientists said Monday they have created a
cell phone cover that grows into sunflower when
it is discarded.
Motorola asked a materials company to develop a polymer that looks like plastic but breaks
down into soil when discarded. Then, researchers at the University of Warwick in Britain
helped develop a phone cover that contains a
sunflower seed.
Spokesmen from Motorola said the company
has not decided whether to introduce a model
with the new plastic, and that it would take at
least until the second quarter of 2005 to develop
a commercial product.

China prohibits new Nike advertisement
China banned the airing of a Nike commercial Monday, claiming it is an insult to national
dignity.
The commercial-shows star basketball p1ayez
LeBron James fighting a cartoon kung fu fighter
and includes two womenin traditional Chinese
attire and a pair of dragons.
The a!fvertisement was pulled last month
because of an indignant resp<)nse from Chinese
viewers, according to the State Administration:
for Radio, Film and Television's Web site. ·
The advertisement "violates regulations that
mandate all advertisements in Clrina should uphold national dignity and interest and respect
the motherland's culttire," the ad.min:istrati.on's
site said. "It also goes against rules that require
ads not to contain content that blasphemes national practice and cultures."

Woman sells father's ghost on eBay

An eBay buyer bid $6~ 100 Monday to purchase a ghost that an Indiana woman said was
frightening her child.
The woman said her son believed his·grandfather's ghost has beenluumting their home. So,
to relieve his fears, she placed an adv~f!ment
on eBay for the ghost and a cane the grandfather
owned with an explanation.
The sale garnered widespread media attention ,
that attracted 132 bids and various imitations.
"It can happen when items get listed on the
site that get this kind of attention," said Hani
Durzy, an eBay spokesman. "It becomes a pop
culture phenomenon. It may be just a few days
or whatever, but it's all everybody is talking
about."

FACES IN THE CROWD
Courtnie Briston, sophomore
Hometown: San Francisco,
Calif.
Major: Elementary education
Favorite cafeteria fuod:
''Those taquito thingies."
Football, baseball or basketball? Soccer
What is your favorite Christmas song? "I
have really liked 'Feliz Navidad' lately because
it's so bouncy and fun."·
Egg nog or apple cider? Apple cider
Christmas tradition: Decorating the Christ·m astree.
If you could live in any decade, which would
it be and why? The 80s because of the hair.

Wha.t excites you most about going to Greece
in the spring? "Relating what we see· [at HUG]
to what w~ learn in our Bible classes."

COMING UP

CAMPUS IN BRIEF
Exam schedule for Dec. 13-17
Final exams for classes normally held at these times on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday will begin
as follows:
... 7:35-8:50 a.m- Tues. 2:40p.m.
... 9:45-10:35 a.m.- Wed. 12 p.m.
... 10:45-11:35 a.m. -Mon. 8 a.m.
... 11:45-12:50- 'Thurs. 2:40p.m.
... 1-1:50 p.m. -Wed. 8 a.m.
... 2-2:50 p.m. - Mon. 2:40 p.m.
... 3-3:50 p.m. - Tues. 12 p.m.
... 4-4:50 p.m. - Fri. 2:40
Finals for classes held on Tuesdays and Thursdays at these times
will begin as follows:
... 7:35-8:50 a.m. - Thurs. 12 p.m.
... 9:45-10:35 a.m.~ Tues. 8 a.m.
... 10:45-11:35 a.m.- Fri. 8 a.m.
... 11:45-12:50 p.m.- Thurs. 8 a.m.
... 1-1:50 p.m.- Mon. 12 p.m.
...2-2:50 p.m. -Wed. 2:40p.m.
... 3:00-5:00 p,m. - Fri. 12 p.m.
Two-hour classes will schedule
finals for the first hour and 40 minutes of the test period.

Carr named board candidate

PresidentGoorge w. Bushailll0l11lred.
Dec. 3 his intention to nominate Dr.
Jim Carr, executive vice president of
Harding, to a four-year term on the
National Security Education Board.
The board consists of six cabinetlevel members and six presidential

appointees and was created to strengthen U.S. economic competitiveness,
enhance international cooperation
and security, and develop a national
capacity to educate citizens in understanding foreign cultures.

AWH holds Tour of Homes
The Associated Women for Harding will sponsor the Tour of Homes,
an annual fund-raiser that showcases
local homes as they are decorated
for Christmas .
This year the tour will include
the homes of Elsie Barefoot, 413
Country Squire; Merle and Irene
Crouch, 1206 W. Arch; Regan and
Laura Glenn, 1204 W. Arch; and Paul
and Joli Love, 605 E. Race .
Tickets for the event cost $10 in
advance and are available at Athlete's Choice, Becky's Hallmark, Radio
Shack and Harding's alumni office .
Tickets may also be purchased at
the door of any of the homes on the
day of the event for $15.
Proceeds help fund need-based
scholarships for freshmen. For more
information, call 501-279-4276.

CAB presents "Elf' showings
The Campus Activities Board will
show "Elf' in the Benson Auditorium
at 8 p.m. today and Saturday. Tickets cost $2 or are free with the Pass.

12.10 Lady Bison basketball v. University of
Alabama - Huntsville, home, 6 p.m:
12.18 Fall graduation, Benson, 10 a.m.
12.19 Uplift Family Ski begins in
Breckenridge, Colo.
12.22 Uplift Family Ski ends
01.10 Lady Bison basketball v. University of
Arkansas- Monticello, home, 6 p.m.
01.10 Bison basketball v. University of
Arkansas - Monticello, home, 8 p.m.
01.12 Classes begin
01.13 Lady Bison basketball v. Southern
Arkansas University, home, 6 p.m.
01.13 Bison basketball v. Southern Arkansas
University, home, 8 p.m.
01.20 Classical Lyceum - Bonnie Rideout
Scottish Trio, Administration Auditorium,
7 p.m., $2 or free with the Pass.
01.20 Lady Bison basketball v. Christian Brothers
University, home, 6 p.m.
01.20 Bison basketball v. Christian Brothers
University, home, 8 p.m.
01.27 Lady Bison basketball v. Arkansas Tech
University, home, 6 p.m.
01.27 Bison basketball v. Arkansas Tech
University, home, 8 p.m.

,
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Travel office open
to HU community
With large groups of travelers,
the processing fee caps out at $50,
instead of charging $20 for each
Harding students, faculty and additional passenger.
The processing fee covers perstaff now- have the o_pportunity to
book airline tickets and othertraV'el. sonalized service, a good resource
plans from Harding's own travel for camplicated travel itinerane.s,
agency.. loca~ed in the baseme.nt Spear said.
The agency ha~;~ acces.s t·o
ofthe Ezell;building.
wholesale internationa1 tickets
Th~full-service travel agency
has acci!ss to aJl the mSjGr aiT· which creates another ej!pottulines hotels, car rentals cnris.e nity available to the Harding
lines and tour companies, provid- community.
As a sales outlet for Rail Euin~rthe Raroing community with
nume:ro$ travel opJ)ortunities, ac- rope, a European rail network that
cording to Bill Spear. cfueeto.r Gf extends more than 160,000 miles
of Europe, Spear processes Eurail
travel services.
· Tho~ tbe agency was created passes for free.
Passes can be purchased for unmairilyto~p boOk HardiDg's spring
limited Europebreakcampaigns,
an travel for a
internation,al
specific number
campaigns, in"I hope I c::an serve Searq by
of days.
ternational
providing a good travel value
"I got my
programs and
and being a resource for travel
Eurail pass
travel for Wallnfonnatlon."
from there,"
ton scholars, it
senior Emily
is now available
BILL SPEAR,
DuBose said.
for faculty, staff
"Other than
and students.
DIRECrOR OF TRAVEL SERVICES
the fact that
Spear, a 27[the travel
year veteran in
services office]
the travel agency
business, has been working in the was hard to find, it was convenient
university's travel services since because it is right on campus. I
officials created the position in just wrote them a check, and then
I got my pass in the mail."
February.
Sophomore Kalina Sztyn said
"I am really thrilled to be at
Harding," Spear said. "I hope that she has not used the agency's serI can serve the Harding community vices yet because she didn't know
by providing a good travel value it existed. However, she says she
and being a resource for travel probably will use the service in
the future.
information."
"[If I] had known earlier, I probThough Spear is currently the
only person booking travel for Har- ably would have used [the agency] when I went home to Poland
din~, ,he said officials are talking
this summer," Sztyn said. "I'm
abO~texpandingtheagen~sstaff
definitely interested in using it
within the next few months.
The Harding travel agency in the future."
Anyone wanting more inforrequires a $20 processing fee
for all services, which is roughly mation should contact Spear at
half of the average agency price, 501-279-5858 or through e-mail
at travel@harding.edu. •
Spear said.

BREWOOD

student reporter

a

--~...___
FIRST COMMUNITY BANK
Mombo< FDIC

Where community comes.first.
2801 E. Race Street
207-6030

2401 W. Beebe Capps Exwy

www.firstcommunity.net

207-6000

Along came a spider
A spider web glazed with dew graces the branches of a tree beside the Benson Auditorium on the morning of Dec. 6. Silk from
spider webs is so strong that it can be stretched to four times its length before it breaks.

Group prepares for mission
CONTINUED from page 1
The mission team will be able
to speak English in the classrooms

because the national language of
Kenya is English. Although the
children in the school speak some
English, the country's spoken language is Kalenjin.
The team has been learning several practical words and
phrases in Kalenjin so they can
better interact with students and
the community.
In addition to language preparation, the team has prepared for
the mission in other ways since
last November:
Each Wednesday, the group
meets with Dr.' Monte Cox, assistant professor,of Bible and
Rachel Cox's father, to haye les-

sons on various aspects of living
in Kenya, such as differences in
culture and hygiene.
They have also met with Judith
Crowson; wife of Marvin Crowson,
missionary in residence, for teambuilding and trust exercises.
"We can never be completely
prepared for what is going to
happen to us, but we have been
working to be as prepared as possible," Carroll said.
The group hopes its past mission experiences will aid them in
this upcoming mission trip. Every
team member has been to Mrica
at least once, and both Rachel Cox
and Moore lived there for portions
of their childhoods.
"Though the experience is
different when you return as an
adult, I think this group of girls

is particularly suited for the challenge," Monte Cox said.
Carroll said she gained valuable insight and knowledge of
the area by visiting Sang'alo
this summer.
''Visiting the village gave me
a chance to envision where I'm
going to be," Carroll said. "The
students and teachers all greeted
me, and I saw how excited they
were about us coming.lt was very
encouraging."
Along with helping the teenage girls and children, the group
hopes to establish a tradition of
Harding students providing missionary services in this village.
''We hope that after we leave
other students will form teams
and continue the work," Carroll
said. •
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Sharing holiday spirit
Emphasis on giving shines during Christmas season
ery year for Friends' Christmas, a bers Dec. 2 so the parents could
party thrown for children and their go Christmas shopping.
student big brothers and sisters
Sophomore Jami Macke, a
At Harding, giving is empha- who are involved with the Friends service director for Pi Theta Phi,
sized every season of the year. But organization on campus.
said she and senior Kendal Glover
The men of Delta Chi Delta buy wanted to show appreciation to
as Christmas arrives, even more
opportunities (or service on cam- and wrap Christmas presents for the faculty and staff.
pus and in the Searcy community the kids.
"They always
Senior Aaron
become available than during the
do so much for the
"[Friends' Christmas] is a great
Landry, service
rest of the year.
students," Macke
Campus Ministry is heading director for Delsaid. "They take
opportunity for us to help the
up two major service projects ta Chi Delta, said
everyone in. We
kids out."
take it for granted
this seasori: Christmas for Kids the club usually
incorporates the
and Friends' Christmas.
but they really go
AARON LANDRY, SENIOR
Christmas for Kids stai:oted a project into their
above and beyond
few years ago when Campus'Min- · Christmas functheir jobs here."
istry helped buy presents for ·a few tion.
Chi Kappa
"It's a great opportunity for us Rho is selling candy canes durfamilies in need. 'l'his year, it has
grown to include 74local children to help the kids out," Landry said. ing December and January to
who will be receiving several pres- "It's always good to challenge the raise money and awareness for
ents from their wish lists through guys in the club to give."
the Multiple Sclerosis AssociaOther social clubs are finding tion of America.
'volWlteers.
"When we helped out those ways to serve as welL
Senior Gladys Roraback said
Every Christmas, Chi Omega Pi the reaction to the fundraiser has
first families, I thought, 'This is
something nice that we can do takes on a project of gathering toys been supportive.
this year,"' Angela English, sec- for mentally challenged students
"A couple of people have come
retary in Campus Ministry, said. at the Sunshine School.
by and given us $20 bills and just
In addition, Pi Theta Phi and picked up one candy cane," Rora''We never envi.sioned it being the
Knights teamed up to provide a back said. "People have been resize it is now."
Campus Ministry also joins · few hours of childcare for children ally generous because they know
forces with Delta Chi Delta ev- of Harding faculty and staffmem- it's a good cause." •
BETHANY VENKATESAN
assistant copy editor

Editor's note: The following article is the personal account of
senior Barkley Terry, who attended Harding University in
Australia this fall.

lian equivalent of a Western
outlaw.
We then traveled along the
Great Ocean Road, seeing the
Twelve Apostles and the Lone
don Bridge.
So many beautiful places
We finally arrived in Brisand wonderful people live bane, our home for seven weeks.
"down under." Many times we, From there we took smaller trips,
as Americans tend to overlook like to Tangalooma, where we
these wonderful things God has fed wild dolphins and sledded
created for our pleasure.
down sand dWles,
~-four HU studen aad
;t".A~~"t~c;>!ltreetoiJSin
'tlllee faru.tty members have
v JWII1V .MUUOrest ~d held a
t.Mpastthreemonths
. . - •.
lwala-e.t the Austratpuling Sputh Korea,
lian' Woolshed.
Australia and New
· 'Then, the OutZealand.
back was a great
Upon our arrival
place tO see the Abat Seoul, South Kooriginal influence on
rea, we knew this
Australian history.
semester would be
Some of our group
one to remember.
hi,ked up Ayers
In addition to
Rock, the world's
viewing the Sydney
largest monolith,
Opera House nestled in
while others relaxed
the center of Sydney Harbor, we at our resort's pool.
were able to visit the Hyde Park
At the end of classes, we reBarracks, which served as a jail laxed on a cruise, then went on
in the 1800s for the convicts that to New Zealand, the final, and
built the city. After our week in best, stop on the trip. We spent
Sydney, we headed for Canberra, one of the nights in New Zeathe capital of Australia.
land watching seals, dolphins
While exploring the city, a and penguins from a boat in
few of us found a pack of kan- the Milford SoWld.
garoos grazing in field. Also,
Here, the scenery included
Australian Parliament was in- snow-capped mountains towerteresting, but we knew there ing over grassy plains and blue
was more to see. ·
lakes. The beautiful countryside
We went to Glenrowan, where you see in movies does exist,
we had our first taste of "Ned and it is on a little island in
Kelly Fever." Ned Kelly was a the South Pacific called New
poplar bushranger, the Austra- Zealand. •
r

Common names cause confusion·
SUSANNA SMITH
student reporter

If someone called out the name
"Jessica" in a crowd of people, they
would li
g_et' ~e~~~
response. .
•
That'
.;, iti1t'l~ tl).9
share their Ua.me -w· mot~
one·tmrcen' ~this ~erattoi:t Role
calls are filJed with Josh, Chris
andAshley. .
·
And, it should not pe a big
surprise if someone knows more
than one Jenrtifl:it Smith walking
around camp~s.
,
"I wish I had a more creative
name," freshman Michael Wright
said. "I had a friend back home
that shared my name. I was more
popular than him, so whenever
anyone said, 'Michael,' they were
usually calling me. He got kind
of depressed about it."
On Harding's campus, some
students have to deal with having more than one person with
their names in classes.
Sophomore Brandon Khanna said
he remembered thinking Dr. Milo
Hadwin had asked him a question
one day in his Acts class.
"When he finished [asking the
question], I opened my mouth to
answer only to hear [sophomore]
Brandon Tribbett, seated directly
behind me, answer it," Khanna

said. "There are three Brandons
in that class, and I felt pretty
stupid."
For those with the common
names, mail mix-ups and wrong
phone numbers, along with occasional ·slip ups in the registrar's
office, are expected.
"There's another David Reese
here," freshman David Reese said.
"So all my classes got mixed up
one time."
The student services staff said
they understand the frustration.
"One year, we had five Jennifer
Smiths," said Annette Davis, secretary in student services office. ''We
always had to look her up when
calculating her chapel information
or her personal folder."
Having the same name can

Top Harcllng names:

also cause ~onfusion in people's
personal lives.
"I know these two people
named Micah Thomason and
Micah Thompson," sophomore
Rachel Javella~a said. "They
both had dated gttls •Iiamed 'Ml.cil.elle. Micah Thonrason gGt Micah Th,pmpson's mail, and it was
from the other Michelle. It took
him a while to figure out who it
was really from."
The ownership of a common
name sometimes causes originality
when naming one's children.
"I've been trying to think of
names that aren't really weird, but
aren't common," Reese said. "Such
as Travis, Ashdod, Gath, Ashkelon,
Ekron, Gaza and Bob. I'm not going to have any girls." •

Top national names:

Guys:

Guys:

Josh, Matthew, Jonathan,
Nathan, Justin
Girls:
Jessica, Brittany, Sara,
Jennifer, Meghan

Michael, Christopher, Matthew,
Joshua, David
Girls:
Jessica, Jennifer, Amanda,
Ashley, Sarah

Talk of th~ Town
Antique &Vintage Jewelry

I

Brooch and Earring Sets
Multi-Strand & Glau Beads
SiJI'I_ed Designer Pieces

The VintztgE: ·Trunk
'~girl's

COMPLETE TIRE & AUTO SERVICE
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC VEHICLES
I New and Used lires
I Front End Repairs
ICV Joints
1 Brakes
I Oil & Lube
1 Batteries

best friend"

114 East Center St.
Downtown Seatcy

1523 E. Race St.

10-5 Tue5day_·Saturday

AcrossfromUSADrug

501.268.8928

268·6063

Searcy

I Front End Alignments
I Shocks & Struts
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Students search for methods to
prevent holiday weight gain
JENN BONZAGNI and DEANN THOMAS
student reporter and managing ed~or

problems related to unhealthy
eating."
In response to student inlazed ham. Roasted quiries, last semester Ford and
turkey. 25 different others began exploring the idea
types · of cookies. of having Weight Watchers
Chocolate fudge and programs on campus. She said
candy canes and hot they decided to start with a
cocoa.
program for faculty and staff to
For many, the Christmas find out if the program would be
season brings not only toys and feasible. Kaye Morgan, director
gifts, but also unwanted pounds of scheduling, has led the adult
as everyone celebrates with holi- program since November and
day meals and sweets.
said she has been excited about
While there is no need to the results.
become a Scrooge and swear
"It has been very encouragoff Christmas cheer altogether, ing," Morgan said. "In the past
health officials say it is impor- six weeks, a group of 20-22
tant to be health-conscious and
people has lost
have a plan before
135 pounds colentelling the holi·
with
lect,i;vely,
'll think people can
day season.
individuals losing
definitely
pose
weight];
The
key
to
~s much aJ; 1.3
they just need to learn
avoiding
weight
pounds. We've· set
how. They also need
gain during the
ri'ialistip.geals; and
holiday season is
we think they've
the encouragement of
acmoderation,
been met."
others.''
cording to officials.
Because
of
The American Dithe
program's
Kaye Morgan,
etetic Association
success and inDIREGOR OF SCHEDULING
terest shown by
recommends sharing rich desserts,
students, Morgan
and eating lots
is going to lead
of fruits, vegetables and other similar meetings for students.
high-fiber foods before an event Since she has been planning for
to avoid arriving hungry.
the class, Morgan has been eatAlso, Tom Venuto, body- ing in the cafeteria and working
builder, gym owner and author with Aramark officials to make
of "Burn the Fat, Feed The Mus- sure students have options that
cle: Fat Burning Secrets of the will promote healthy eating. She
World's Best Bodybuilders and said she has lost weight just
Fitness Models" offers 10 ways to following a diet in the cafeteria
survive the holidays on his Web and that she is confident that
site at www.burnthefat.com.
students can benefit from the
Venuto admits even body- plans Weight Watchers offers.
builders enjoy holiday treats
"I think people can definitely
and emphasized the importance [lose weight]; they just need to
of planning a normal routine learn how," she said. "They also
that includes some more relaxed need the encouragement of othdays but maintains a healthy ers."
balance.
The program costs $38 for
He said it is important that membership and $11 for each
people do not give up if they meeting. At least 15 students
break their routine but return to have to sign up in order for
the routine as soon as possible.
the program to get started.
As January approaches, Anyone who is interested
losing weight and getting into should contact Morgan or Ford
shape tends to reenter the pic- at kmorgan2@harding.edu or
ture as people make New Year's bford@harding.edu.
Tesolutions. Some options are
In addition, female students
available in Searcy to help stu- looking for ways to get in shape
dents shed extra pounds and have the option of attending
create a healthier lifestyle.
a kick boxing class at the FelBeginning Jan. 18, a Weight lowship Bible Church, 1921 W.
Watchers program for students Beebe Capps Expressway. The
Will be meeting on the Harding free class meets Tuesdays and
ca!Jlpus. The group will hold Thursdays at the church.
. regular weekly meetings to set
Junior Katy Menihan said for
· goals, discuss healthy eating, her, the class has been an ideal
track weight loss and provide place to work out both physically
encouragement and account- and mentally.
ability to members, according
''I really like it," Menihan said.
to Beverly Ford, secretary in "We work out in a Christian enthe education office. Ford will be vironment with Christian music
helping the group.
and positive attitudes. We pray
"We know there's a problem before and after we work out.
With overeating, as well as with After the session we have a cool
eating disorders," Ford said. down period where we stretch
"We want to teach students how and listen to music and basically
to eat properly and wisely to be meditate. I always leave with a
fit. We want to attack all the good, relaxed feeling." •

G

CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison

President David Burks dons a festive Santa hat while out for his morning jog Dec. 8. Keeping up with daily exercise routines, like
jogging, is one of the best measures for staying healthy during the feast-heavy holidays.

I'

Recent studies show that most people don't gain ·the 5-10 pounds that
have been widely reported.
· '·~··\<·')

'ti 1~~~st people gain about a pound

~~ "' bver the holidays, but many never

•

shed that single pound. This can
lead to much bigger problems.
You are more likely to gain the
purported 5-10 pounds if you are
already overweight.
Sfodies show that the people who
are the least active are likely to gain
the most weight during the holiday
season.

•
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Identical twins create confusion,
foster special, unique relationships
VALERIE HENDRIX

as a freshman and Trevor spent
a year at the University of the
Ozarks in Clarksville, Ark.
ometimes
when
it
"I'm glad he's here now
comes to taking a t!!st, because we went from being
students · wish they together all th!'l tim.e, to never
could get someone else seeing each other," Drew said.'
to take it for them,
, Trevor.said they look so much
whether by paying them OJ; alike that people often get them
,obtaining a look"alike who miXed up. ·
.
'" 'f I had a dollar every time
enjoys the test s1,1bject more.
Juniors Kari and Kyla somoone called me Drew, I sure
Kiser, identical twins, said they wouldn't l;Je going to school
.
actually changed pla<;es in high·~ ·anymore," Trevor said.
Drew and Trevor said they
school so Kyla could take a math
test for Kari.
will answer if someone calls
''We are so close that we will them the Wrong name. ·
say things at the exact same ,
"I totally understand," Trevor
time, and we always have inside said. "I get the Kiser twins
jokes that no one else gets," 'f{yla miXed up all the time."
Sophomores Ali and Katie
said. "We share evetyt~ilg."
. The girls said they ioined the White said the decision to come
same club, Ju Go J~, .,a nd they to 6arding together was an easy
have the same cirCle 'o f friends, one. They both joined the social
similar personalities, finish each club Ko Jo Kai because they
other's sentences and even talk have the same friends.
in the same tone of voice. '' ·
Although they do loolt
·"People get us mixed up all similar, Ali and Katie actually
the 'time," Kyla said. "So.,
have different features. They
don't correct people when they said they really appreciate
when people learn their names
call us by the wrong mime." .
Karl said it doesn't bother her correctly, but if someone doesn't,
if people accidentally mistake they will answer anyway.
her for Kyla.
''We don't really like being
''We feel bad for someone .i f called 'the twins,"' Katie said.
they get stressed ~bout calliilg "We don't think we look enough
us by the wrong name," Karl alike to be confused that often."
said. ''We totally don't care."
Althou,gh Ali and Katie said
Kari said a lot of people have they are similar in that they
incorrect misconceptions about are both fun loving, social and
twins, but she loveS having a outgoing, they say they are
twin anyway.
opposites in several other areas.
"Katie's more laid back,
''We can't feel each other's
pains like you hear," Kari said. and I'm more stubborn and
"We just relate to each other in a organized,'' Ali saiq. "She's the
way no one else can."
nice one."
Juniors Drew and Trevor
Katie said they are mirror
Holbert are both business images because she is rightmajors, in Pikes· social club, handed and Ali is left-handed.
and are going to be waiters at
"We're the twins that don't
Dac's Grill. They said it was look alike," Katie said. "It's cool
difficult for them to be apart because we can be individuals;
when they were separated for a she's just another one of my best
year while Drew was at Harding friends." •
student reporter

S

we

Juniors Kart and Kyla Kiser eye each other from around
a tree (above) and chat with Junior Grant Dasher and
Sophomore Chad Smith in the student center (top). Kari
and Kyla said although people often get them mixed up,
they don't mind at all.
Juniors Kyla and Kari Kiser open their twin maMboxes.
The Kiser twins share friends, similar personalities, physical
features and even side-by-side mailboxes.

.

I

I

hatfh:odds?
Your chances of having multiples increase if•••

Your chances of havlng'inultfples tlecr.a.. lf•••

• You (lhe mother} are over age 45. The chances of having twins increases with age; 17
percent of mothers over the age of 45 give birth to twins. Becoming a mother after age 50
boosts your odds considerably, to nearly one in 9.
• You live in Massachusetts or ConneCticut. A1999 study found thai rates in these states were
at least 25 percent higher than the notional rote.
• You, your mother, or her mother's mother is a fraternal twin. The chances may be high as
one in 17 if the molher is a fralemal twin herself.
·
• You've already had one set of fraternal twins. These mothers' chances of conceiving another
set ore four times greater than the average woman, or about one in 12.
• You're Nigerian. This African country purportedly has the highest twinning rote in the
worid, estimated at one in 22. Some sources attribute it to their consumption of large
quantities of yams.
·

• You (the mother) a11 Hispank ot Asian; The 2001 sludy by 1he Ncilional Center for Health
Statistics found that women of Hispani(.orjgin were 5ubstantially less likely to have twins than
white or blade mother5. Among worldwide populations, the Asian c,untries of Japan and China
have the loWest twi!ming rates, estlmati'd lit one iri 15.0 and one in· 300, respediwly.
• You (the mother) are under age 25. The chance that a woman would bear twins before her
25th birthday are less than half of what it would be after age 35.
• You live in Hawaii. In a sludy that examined multi~e birth in the United Stoles, this ITopital
state scored lowest, about30 percent below the national average.
• You're looking for identical multiples. The rate for identical, or monozygotic, muhiples is
random and universal; it's the some in all populations regardless of race, heredity or otlwr
fiKiors, and it has remained constant over lime. The chances of having identkal twiRs is
about one in 285.
·
··
Information courtesy of multiples.about.com
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Christmas comedy
surprises with wit
nel as the department store clerk
Buddy falls for, to the smaller roles
turned in by Bob Newhart, to 4'6"
Will Ferrell is a funny, funny Peter Dinklage and even Favreau
man. This is not an opinion; this himself. It actually seems as if there
was time put into making these
is a fact. OK, it's an opiniori.
His first starring vehicle, "Elf," decisions; it would be difficult to
showing in the Benson Audito- belleve that a corporate machine
rium at 8 p.m. Friday and Sat- could spit out the right notes as
urday proves that he can mak~ frequently as "Elf' does.
The film does stumble in its fiyou laugh no matter how determined you are not to. He will 'iVin nal act, as it moves further away
every time, so you might as well from Ferrell's ci>medic abilities and
closer to generic Christmas movie
surrender now.
Thus, it is with great relief territory. The scenes without Ferthat I report to you that "Elf' is rell in them seem to fall a bit flat,
actually a movie that is more tluui and it disrupts the harmony for the
worth yo\lr time. As what seemed remainder of the film. Even scenes
to be the case with many viewers, in the third act including Buddy
I was a tad worried after seeing seem to have lost whatever it was
the previews. However what the that made the first two-thirds so
traila-s didn't catch, what no trailer entertaining.
Still this is a holida;- family
ever really could, is Ferren's sheer
exuberance and his overpowering ;film. so si:>me convention, no matter
child-like dedication to making how predictable is to be expected.
I was j ust hoP.ing for an ending
the film work.
To see "Elf' is to watch a mov- that was as inspired a s the rest
ie that shouldn't be any good. of the film had been.
That being said, though,
On some level, you know
• • • • • ••
"Elf' is destined to become
you're better than this,
......... ""'
aholidayritualfurmany4
smarter_than this, more
There's a good chance
sophisticated than this.
the same folks who
But on another level,
watch "Christmas Vayou're laughing so hard
cation" and "A Christyou can barely breathe.
mas Story" each and
This would be the time
every year (fm on the
to mention that, if Will
couch for TNTs maraFerrell doesn't necesthon myself), forgiving
sarily do it for you,
their flaws in favor of
you Will probably disthe spirit of the season,
like tbis film.
will enjoy this movie. "Elf'
Buddy, played with
delight by Ferrell, is your b!lsic definitely deserves to be mentioned
fish-out-of-water type of fellow. in their company.
However, the film absolutely
H aving rmuck his wa:yinto Santa!s
(Ed Asner) bag as a baby, Buddy would not work without Ferrell,
is brougll hOme- to the North Pole who canget a laughjust"bybeing
and r,aised among the e)v,es. He on screen for the most p art. You.
is obviously, much larger than cannot duplicate his energetic, cO•
they are and a .great deal more medic spirit and it is invaluable to
unskilled at making-toys. He even- Favreau ~nd company. He ..never
tually realizes that he is actually gets annoying OJ' filthy, yet he still
a human. Before long, Buddy is manages to get genuine smiles and
headed to the far off land of New laughter out of unsuspecting auYOFk City, determined to return to diences. His is a rare talent these
his family. Veteran James Caan days, ana though "Elf' ~ghtnot
plays Buddy's real father, a chil- be the greatest film ever made, it
dren s book executive unaware of shows that Ferrell's career-if he
plays his cards right-will be much
his son's existence.
·
U you're thinking this sounds more successful than. your typical
a bit formulaic, you'd be exactly SNL star gone Hollywood. •
right. The beauty of it though,
is in the details. Take the direction of long-time character actor Jon Favreau as Exhibit A.
Favreau wisely chose to avoid
modern technology and its special effects in exchange for some
old-school sleight of hand. It pays
off in spades and adds a touch of
nostalgia .t hat is always needed in
any good Chri.stmas movie.
Another detail done right is the
casting of the supporting players,
from the luminous Zooey DeschaPAYTON BARTEE
student reporter
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oyce' ·a:holiday hit
?

ALEXIS OLIVER
student reporter

It is the time of year to turn
up the Christmas music and
get in the mood for the holiday
season.
Jessica Simpson, everyone's
favorite newlywed, released
her first Christmas album, "ReJoyce: Th~ Christmas Album,"
Nov. 23.
"Re-Joyce,"
which
1s
named after Simpson's late
grandmother, has 11 Christmas
songs, many of which are oldtime favorites including "Let
It Snow," "0 Holy Night" and
''What Child Is This." Simpson
also included two original
songs, "It's Christmas Time
Again" and "What Chri!)tmas
means to Me."
''Little
Drummer
Boy"

features a duet by Simpson
and her younger sister,
Ash.lee, in their first recording
together since Ashlee's album,
"Autobiography " was released
this Summer.
Jessica Simpson also sings
a duet called, ''Baby, It's Cold
Outside" with her husband,
Nick Lachey.
Jessica Simpson, who has
released three other albums
since 1999, grew up in the music

industry and has maturea a
lot during her carefll', This
album is all about £u:n, while
it showcases Jessica Snnpsons
favorite Christmas songs and
displays her incredible vocal
range in the many different
types of songs in her album.
Tills album is good, as it gets
you in the mood for Christmas,
and it is appropriate for any
member of the family, both
young or o~d. Jessica Simpson
chose songs that many people
know and loye. •

*** *~4)
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Delicious holiday
treats that are sure
to make you sndle

this Chrisnnas
season!

e 404 N

Moss (behind Captain D's)
e (SOl) 279-0303
Open Mo11day-Friday 11-5, Saturday 11-2

Student Discount
One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery

Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.

Alignment, brakes, shocks, struts, battery,
CV boot, CV axles, U-joints, wheel balancing,
~
oil & lube, front end repair...

_ ,uu:z:ut.'l

•IIII/R6YAI• ·

~IJ

...and parental billing
is available!
s

309 W1sconsin St.
368-TIRE (8473)
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ere's something for ya: Life is definitely not easy.
For most of my life, I thoug};lt
life was easy. I basically thought
the parade of life was handed to
me on a silver platter.
I remember my sophomore year at
Harding as being so happy. I remember
walking through the student center and
knowing every person I saw. I remember being the people section editor for
the yearbook - I must say this: that was
the easiest job'I've ever had. I worked
around 20 hours a week and loved it. I
also remember hanging out with the girls
in Stephens 212. That was the life. I was
happy because I didn't have to work for
it. It seemed like Harding and God had
handed me happines-s.
Life has slowly become more difficult.
My third and fo~rth years at Harding
started revealing glimpses of the "real"
world to me. Both years I served as the
editor-in-chief of the yearbook. Let's just
say the yearbook section editors, both
then and now, have no idea the pains and
stresses the chief goes through. But I still
loved it. And both years I watched my
friends mourn the losses of loved ones.
That was difficult, but it was never me
doing the mourning.
Now I'm a fifth-year senior. I can honestly say I have never experienced life
the way I have this year. Things were
going along swimmingly until October. Work was fine; I'm now the assistant in the student publications office.
My friends who are left at Harding were
fine. Everything was fine. Then everything changed Oct.16. I was lying in bed
when my phone rang at about 12:30 a.m.
I heard Lauren Candy, this year's yearbook chief, on the other line.
Her voice was shaking.
"Did you hear about Lena?''
Lauren proceeded to tell me sophomore Lena Hendrix died.
Lena was the leadership editor for the
yearbook. I remember screaming and
thinking, ''That can't be true. She was

H

Just
Ramble
The parade of life is not
a silver platter.
The parade of life can be
rained on sometimes.
just in the office yesterday."
Lena was the first young person I
knew who died. And for several days
after she died; I kept asking God why.
Nothing about Lena's situation made
sense.
T:Q.en, at Lena's celebration of life, I
remembered a conversation I had with a
friend of mine the night before Lena died.
Furuiy how God has his ways.
"I am a very blessed person," my
friend said. "It feels like no matter what
happens to me, it always turns into a
blessing."
"But your dad died when you were
younger," I said. ''You barely got to know
him."
The conversation continued as she
and I tried to figure out why her attitude
about her life was so different.
Th~n it hit us like a sleepless deadline
night.
''Your faith. Your faith in God is what
makes it different," I said. ''You know it's
going to be OK. You know he's going to
get you through because he always has."
The parade of life continues ...
A few weeks after Lena's death, I was
on my way to Nashville when my phone
rang again. This time it was my parents.

"Renee, I don't know how to tell you
this," my mom said.
''Mom, just tell me," I said. "I can handle it."
"Tami was murdered last ·night," my ~
mom said.
Tami was one of my slumber party girls
in junior high and .high school. I didn't
even know what to say to this one. Even
though we found out later that she died of j
a drug overdose and wasn't murdered, it ·
was still shocking. She was my age. She '
was my friend. She was a part of my child-'
hood. I suddenly went back to junior high,.
sitting in Tami's room listening to ''Water-.
falls" by TLC and talking about Jason, the·
resident hattie at Salem High School
'
God has a plan. I know this. But this
one was tough.
The parade of life continues ...
On Sunday I called home. My sister
answers the phone.
.
"Our youth minister was in a car ac- '
cident tonight," my sister said. "His best
friend was killed."
His best friend Scott Ewing, a youth
minister in illinois, was 29 and had a 2year-old son. God has a plan, I thought.
The youth minister from back home
has a long recovery, but he will be fine.
But the Ewing family has lost a son, a father, a husband. A church in Illinois has
lost a youth minister. What is God's plan?
Now I know my silver platter happiness
wasn't real. I didn't work for it. I didn't rely
on God. Now I am forced to rely on God.
I'm forced to work for my happiness.
The parade of life is not a silver platter. The parade of life can be rained on
sometimes. Correction, it can be poured
on sometimes. But, on his new album,
''We Carry On, "Tim McGraw says , "We
carry on." ''When our lives come undone,
we carry on. Cause there's a promise in
the morning sun. We carry on, as the
dark surrenders to the dawn. We were
born to overcome. We carry on.;'

RENEE LEWIS is a guest columnist for the Bison. She
can be reached at relewis@harding.edu.
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Holiday season brings
mix of pleasure, pain

BRIAN

Guest
Room

Buff the Bison:
the interview
I grabbed my notebook and my tape
recorder and took them winding below in
the secret labyrinths and l.a:ITs where our
famous Buff the Bison is said to dwell
The tragedy I found there greatly surprised me.
Me: ''Buff! What happened? You look
terrible. I mean look at yourself, you're
supposed to be the indomitable spirit of
the school and you look ..."
Buff:"...Pathetic! I know. fm going
through a confusing phase right now."
Me: 'Well, you better get back on the
ball! Somebody's gotta go rally up our
school into that dazzling exhibition of
pride and cheer. You can't do that as you
..are. What have you done with yourself,

Buff?''
Buff: ''l'mjust confused about my role.

I mean, I try to do my job, but the cheer-

-
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leaders shun me, the coaches yell at me,
the band picks on me, the athletes ignore
me and the fans taunt me. Even worse,
half of the kids burst out crying when
I approach them. You should get that
walking-robot guy to replace me. It seems
that everyone likes him better.''
Just then, other bizarre-shaped shadows formed in the labyrinth- giant
chickens, gargantuan beavers an.d largeheadt!d. generals surro~d~d me; ·
Iinmediately, I pressed Buff for an answe't, arld he exi>lained that this was his
community that he started, a community
of fellow misunderstood and unappreciated mascots.
Sly the Snake was there from Sneed
University. Armless and legless, he was
peeved at having no duty but to roll
around on the sidelines. 'Tve got to be the
dumbest mascot ever made!" hissed the
snake.
Timmy the Tooth came from Houghton's School of Dentistry. ''Pretty soon the
idea of being an over-sized facial bone becomes absurd," mouthed the molar.
Seeing the problem, I promised Buff
that I would take this story to the Harding public and see if we could not solve
this crisis.
So what do you say? Can we display
our appreciation for our symbol of our beloved university? It's up to you.

BRIAN HARRISON is a guest columnist and may be
contacted at charriso@harding.edu.

it :i,s once again upon u.s.
e ~e nQwil.img head~t
to the tiine .ofjear that·is
AARON RUSHTON
bsol'l;lteiY the mo_st~SS'
ful ~g we ever ~v-e to go
through. Our teeth are chattering,
our nails are chewed to nubs, our
nerves are shot, and it's all we can
do to choke down one more c~p of hot
chocolate to take the edge off of the
tension. We're·up late, we're tired,
Ali aunt of mine, who shall remain
our eyes are baggy, we're irritable,
nameless (she never had a n~me, she
and we snap at people who are, under was simply referred to as "girf' until
normal circumstances, considered our age 21, and then ''woman'), once gave
close friends.
me 20 cases of cat food, my sister a
Merry Christmas.
can opener and my parents a spare
There aren't very many times
key to her house and told us she was
of the year that rank higher than
going to Key West until February.
Christmas in my book. September 30
I'm always excited for the Christis a pretty cool day, what with it bemas movie season. I like renting
ing my birthday and all. On a related old favorites, such as the ''Muppet
note, HU Box 14613.
Christmas Carol," ''It's A Wonderful
Life," and ''Miracle on 34th Street."
I like being ht>me for Christmas. I
like driving up the driveway and seeThe theaters are normally filled with
ing our tree lit up in the window in
a few holiday surprises as well, focusing on movies like the recent, like in
front of the house. I like coming in to
find a fire crackling in the fireplace
the recent Ben Affieck movie "Surwith our SWckingsvivin_g- Christmas,"
hanging on the
Of cou~se, living in the that remind us of the
mantle. I like going
th • ·
t
I' f love we have for our
outside on Christ· nv1ng me ropo IS O
families. Other mevmas Eve tQ watch
Bon Aqua, Tenn., ... those ies like 'The Polar
the crazy family
same Christmas lights Express" remind us
nextdoorshootoff
are
usually still up when ofthejoywetakein
fireworks ana then
the tniditions and
listen to their slightI drive home for
legends of Christmas.
spring break.
And no Christmas
ly slurred rendition
of"Happy Birthday"
season can be comto Jesus.
plete without "Blade:
It's always a nice
'l'rinity." Nothing
feeling when I drive home and stiUt
gets me into tile gift-giving mood like
s~ing Wes~ey, Snip~ bacK up ~m~
seeing all of the Christmas lights· in .
my hometown. Of course, living in
-vampir~s. God l:!le~s us, every one-.
the thriving metropolis of Bon Aqua,
A lot of people complain about th'e
Tenn., right on the northern end of ' over commercialization of Christmas,
Hickman County (where the people
"'~hich I personally think is a load of
truly live up to the county name),
hooey. I think that a great deal of
those same Christmas lights are usu- ~ptfople in this country still remem''ber the words of Christ as quoted by
ally still up when I drive home for
spring break.
the apostle Paul, ''It is better to give
Since I do live in Tennessee, and
than to receive," and to that end, I am
not in the mountainous part of the
willing to bear the terrible burden of
state, either, you can probably guess
doing all the receiving this year, just
that I don't get that much snow. It's a so all of you can be blessed with the
shame, really. I don't remember havmarvelous opportunity to just give
ing a white Christmas in the past five until it hurts.
years. But that's not so bad, honestly.
Here's hoping that 2005 beats the
It's still easy to have winter fun at
stuffing out of 2004. I'll see you in
the house, even if you don't have any
January, same Big Guy time, same
snow. It's am:azing how willing my
Big Mouth column.
·
little cousins are to skip over snowWell, OK, so it will be a little difballs and just go straight to throwing
ferent. I don't really think I'd be able
whole frozen chickens at each other.
to keep my loyal fan base if I kept
Ah, memories.
reprinting the same article over imd
I hate to pick on family members
over again.
... well, OK, no, that's a clirty rotten
lie. I don't mind it too much, especial- AARON RUSHTON is a humor columnist and may be
ly when they get me lame-o-la gifts.
contacted atAaronRushton@gmail.com

TALK BACK
What would you do if you had an identical twin?

.,

\',

"I think I would skip
my classes and alternate days [with her]
to go to class so that I
could get a little extra
snooze time in."

"I would send him
on a test date with
a girl to make sure
she was suitable,
and he coul~ tell me
how things went."

"I would switch our
boyfriends on days
that I am mad at
him so I don't have
to deal with it."

"I would go out on a
date with his girlfriend and afterwards tell him how
it went."·

-Mindy Shepherd, senior

-Thomas Hanson, junior

- Mallory Breshears, freshman

- Trent Floyd, junior

STEVEN PROFAIZER

Yodo,Yodo
Yo do
Throwing money
away to the brrds
$66,334- that's the total going price of the very generous
gifts given from one true love to
another in the "Twelve Days of
Christmas."
This useful figure comes from
PNC Advisors, who have estimated the total bill every year
since 1984 for all 364 items
mentioned in the song. This
year's total shows an increase
in ''Twelve-Days-of" Christmas"
goods of 1.6 percent, which is
fairly good news when compared
to last year's increase of 19 percent. Luckily for the presentgiver, gallons of gasoline didn't
make it into the song, as Christmas 2004 could have been much
worse on his pocket .
Even with the total price hovering about where it was this
time last year, I'd hardly call
this $66,334 well spent. After
all, at the end of the 12 days,
more than half the gifts - 184
to be exact - are various types
of birds. A bird might be nice,
but no one wants 184 of them.
You can be sure those are going
straight back to the pet store.
I feel for the guy though; I'm
sure he did his best. U nfortuna,:t;.-~e.J)y for his true. love, ho'IV'ever,
hiailest was birds.
· ·
~'he one thing he had right
was the five golden rings, and
quite the bargain at $255.00 a
verse (nine ladies dancing was
at the top of the price list at
$4,039.08·times four verses).
The amount of golden rings
given reaches 40 by the end of
the song, which might be a bit of
an overkill.
Then again, when was the
last time you heard a girl complaining about having too much
golden jewelry?
Everything else on the list
leans more toward the usefulness of the birds than of the
rings. Maids-a-milking and
lords-a-leaping may just be underappreciated, but they still
make for awkward, hard-tostore and slightly inappropriate
Christmas gifts.
While his choices may seem
a little bizarre, you can't really
blame this guy.
Again, you can't blame this
guy. Christmas shopping seems
to get more challenging every
year.
When I was a kid, Christmas
was easy. If you showed up bearing any type of gift, it was just
what they wanted.
The same goes for parents .
You handed your child a box of
packing peanuts, and they were
set for the year.
I wish it was still that easy.
Nowadays, non-gift-card gifts,
normally come wrapped in an
apology and a receipt.
The ''Twelve Days of Christmas" is where we're all headed.
This song was about the poor
guy's final, frustrated shot at
not having all his gifts returned
to the Super Wal-Mart. He was
simply playing the odds.
I wish you all Happy Holidays, and the best of luck in
finding your last minute !-don'teven-have-the-slightest-cluewhat-they-could-possibly-want
Christmas gifts.
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Proud to be a Rowdie
do notthink I have ever been
so proud to be a part of the
Rhodes Rowdies as I was
Monday night as the Bisons
took on Montevallo. .
For those of y_o u who were
not present at the Rhodes, you
missed out.
The night started off like
any other night. Students and
fans poured into the doors of the
Rhodes Field House decked in school
spirit, while the players warmed
up on the court. Mter retreating
to the locker rooms for one last
pep talk, the teams returned to
the floor for introductions. The
Rowdies drowned out the names
of the starters for Montevallo and
cheered as the names of the starting Bisons were announced.
Everyone rose from their seats
for the National Anthem, and af:
ter a few laughs when the wrong
song came across the sound system,
everyone waited patiently for the
right one to play. Mter a few seconds of waiting, someone realized
the national anthem was not going
to play, so they started singing.
The singing slowly spread
to people around, and the dull
sound of a small group of people
singing quick,ly turned into one of
the most amazing things I have
ever heard. For a few minutes,
the Rhodes Field House turned

I

into a concert hall as Rowdies,
fans and foes joined together to
recognize our nation.
I couldn't help but have a huge
grin on my face as I sang along
with my hand over my heart. The
sound of everyone's voices in that
building was amazing.
I know I probably sound pretty
sappy, but that's OK. I just wish I
had some kind of profound thought
to share with you, but I don't.
I guess what I really wanted to
say was, "That was awesome."
To those of you who started singing and to everyone who ended up
singing, thank you.
.
Prior to Monday night, my
favorite memory of a Bison basketball game was when a player
from the opposing team earned the
name "Sunshine." While all of the
Rowdies antics will always be fun
to look back on, hearing the "Star
Spangled Banner" come from the
voices of the fans rather thart over
a P.A. system will be my favorite
memory as a Rowdie. •
CHELSEA ROBERSON/The Bison

Bison football makes

,Senior Emmanuel White drives towards the basket during the Dec. 6 game against No. '5-ranked Montevallo. The Bisons led ·:
for most 'of \he game but fell to Montevallo 71-65. The Falcons had defeated all their opponents this season by at least 11 points-.
before Monday's game. Montevallo broke the Bisons' three-g~me winning streak.·
•

changesincoachrung

.

Bisons prepare for road hip:;

SARAH CRIST
sports editor

recruiting coordinator.
"' felt I needed someone to better organize our recruiting efforts,
The Bisons football team an- and coach Frank excels in recruitnounced a shift in coaching posi- ing," Tribble said.
tions Nov. 30.
QuaiterbackS·and:Wide-lleceivHead, coach Randy Tribble said ' ers will continue to report to Scott
he hopes the changes will stimulate Ragsdale, assistant professor of oomsome excitement and new ideas puter science. Ragsdale will join
and better utilize the talents of forces with Huckeba to work on
each coach.
the team's passing game as well.
Clay Beason, assistant professor
"Our coaching staff has been
together for quite awhile," Tribble of kinesiology, will move from ooachsaid. "We have all had the same ing the running backs to coaching
responsibilities for a long time, and the outside linebackers and will
I thought some changes would be remain the team's strength and
good for us."
conditioning coach.
While the team will not lose any
The team's linebackers will now
coaches, only one coach will remain report to Roddy Mote, assistant
in his original position.
dean of students.
'Tmreallyexpectingthese changes
Ronnie Huckeba, assistant professor of kinesiology, will move from to improve the total effectiveness
defense to offense. Huckeba will of our program," Tribble said.
coach the offensive line and serve
The football team ended offas the offensive coordinator.
season workouts Dec. 7 so playTribble will coach the defensive ers could prepare for finals, but
backs and act as the defensive co- Tribble said they have done a good
ordinator. Klay Bartee, assistant job adjusting to the changes.
professor of kinesiology, will bElC()me
"Our players seem excited,"
the defensive line coach
Tribble said. "They won't really
James Frank, assistant profes- work under their new coaches unsor of kinesiology, will return next til spring ball starts in March, but
season as the running back coach everyone has been doing a great
and will now serve as the team's job so far." •

•

SARAH CRIST
"I j ~, ~:>:'
•
i 1, ·spo~ittor.,.
'';'...,~1 J7J_r-,
1

1

With a 4-2 record, the Bisons
are prep~g to take their holi. day season basketball' play on
the road. O~er the next month
the team will travel to Alabama,
Florida and :Mississippi before
,r~turnll;tg. to. the Rhodes Field
House Jim. 10.
''The road trip will definitely
be long," coach Jeff Morgan said.
''It will seem like we are starting
over at home when we do get to
play at home again.
''It's better to play on the road
over the break than play at home
when no one is here. I always
try to schedule our home games
when school is in session so the
fans will be there," he said.
While the team will spend
most of its holiday break on the
road and, away from their families, the team members know
that it is part of playing college
basketball.
''We only have five days off
for Christmas break this year,"
senior Rafael Franco said. ''I am
from Brazil so I won't get to see
my parents over break. I miss
my family a lot, and I wish they
oould see me play, but we all make
sacrifices for the team."
The road trip begins Dec. 18 as
the team takes on No. 5 ranked

University of Montevallo for the won't be able to stay around after
second time "this season. ' "·- ' ... · the games since we have a gd.hie
The Bisons lost to the Faico'hs · against UALR Jan. 2. It's going to .
Dec. 6 by a score of 71-65. The Bi- be a quick turnaround."
sons led during most of the game
A game against Delta State· in
and went into halftime leading by Cleveland, Miss., will begin the Bieight points.
sons' conference play Jan. 6. The
Montevallo returned to the floor first conference game at home will
in the second half ready to win, take place against the University of~
shooting 46 percent while the Bi- Arkansas- Monticello Jan. 10. The team is looking forward to ·
sons missed eight layups and shot
below 4{) percent for the fourth conference play this year, Morgan .
game in a row. The loss to Mon- said.
tevallo also snapped a three game
'Everyone is in for a real treat ·
winning streak.
this year because of the strength of.
''We'llhavetodoa
the conference," j
better job of defendMorgan said. ''It is ·1
ing the paint," Mor"Everyone is in for a real
betterthanithas .
gail. said. 'We'll have
treat this year because
ever been."
to be more physical
of the strength of the
Morgan said
and bring dowri more
conference. It is better
he wants to 3
~
rebounds."
than it ever has been."
make sure the ~
From Alabama
fans know how :
the team will travJEFF MORGAN,
much they are _
el to Pensacola,
BISON BASKETBALL COACH
appreciated.
1
Fla., Dec. 29-30 to
"We've had :
participate in the
awesome crowds ~
West Florida Classo far this year ~
sic. The Bisons will
,and they are j
play against Union College and doing a great job," Morgan said. ~
the University of West Florida "Opposing coaches who have never ~
before heading back to Arkan- been here before have been blown -~·
sas to finish non-conference play away by the atmosphere.
against the UniversityofArkansas
"They genuinely appreciate :
- Little Rock.
coming here to play and the ap- ~
"The guys are really looking predation the Rowdies have for ~
forward to playing in Florida," both teams when they see a great .~
Morgan said,. "Unfortunately, we game, so keep it up," he said. • ~
'.1
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Lady Bisons to travel to Hawaii for Classic
MARANDA ABERCROBMBIE
student reporter

CHELSEA ROBERSON/The Bison

S!tflior Jamie Simpkins drives toward the goal during the Lady Bisons game against
St. tdwlirds University Dec. 4 at the Lady BiSon Classic. The team lost its first game in
the Classic against Lyon College but defeated St.. Edwards by a score of 70-54. The Lady
Bisons won the game 70-54, but lost to Lyon in the first game of the Classic:

MEN'S BASKETBALL>> 4-2

WOMEN'S BASKE1BAI.I.>> S-3

~rw.
Monrevallo

6S
71

Harding
St.. Edward's

54

Harding

66
59

Harding
Lyon

61
80

UAH

70

Congratulations to last·issue's winner, junior Andrew Coubrough!
Since this is the last issue before the Bowl games begin I'm including them in this issue so have fun guessing. This week our tiebreaker will be the Orange Bowl. Same thing as usual, pick your
favorite teams, rip this form out of the paper, fill it out (including
the EXACT score of the tie breaker), and drop it in the Sports
Challenge box on the ledge next to the U.S. Post Office window by
10 p.m. Friday, Dec. 10. Good luck!

Nrune _________________________
Box# _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone# _ _ _ _ _ _. .:.·

•

NCAA Football
Tennessee vs. Texas A&M
'
VA Tech vs. Auburn
_ Michigan vs. Texas
_ Pittsburgh vs. Utah _
Miami vs. Florida

The Lady Bison basketball
team's Christmas break will include lei's, beaches and basketball
as it travels to Honolulu, Hawaii,
for the Hoop N' Surf Classic.
The team will leave for the Aloha
State early Dec. 16 to participate in
the Classic for the first time.
The classic is made-up of eight
teams who each play predetermined
games. Harding ia scheduled to
play North.west Missouri State
University and the University of
Southern lllinois-Edwardsville.
Playing during the holidays :!tas
both negative and positive aspects
for the girls. ·
'
"Even though it isn't as much
time at home, we get to go to Hawaii and play.teams that we've
never gotten to play before," junior
Michelle Freeman said·.
Mter the Lady Bisons have
finished playing in the Classic,
they will have several days to
visit Pearl Harbor, go snorkeling
and attend a luau.
'Tm so excited," sophomore Betsey Glover said,. 'The fwmy;tbing
is that we're playing teams from
Missouri and Illinois, but. we're
just doing it in Hawaii."
Duri,ng the rest of Christmas
break, the team will spend most
of their time in Searcy practicing
and continuing its season. Since
team members are not allowed to
stay in .the dorms, they stay with
friends who live in Searcy or families from church.

"We spend an average of 12 the majority of the game.
With a 10-point lead at the half,
hours a week just practicing together plus hanging out after the Lady Bisons had a strong advantage going into the second,
practice," Freeman said.
Before the . break officially but UAH challenged the lead
starts, the Lady Bis'Ons will play many times.
The Lady Bisons led by as
the University of Alabama-Huntsville at 6 tonight in the Rhodes many as 12 points during the
second half, but UAH cut that
Field House.
The team defeated U.AH by a lead to one point five times. The
sc.o re of'79-74 Nov.. 29 and have last challenge came with 13 secbeen working on their wealmesse$in onds left in the game w}+en U.AH
practice in hopes of another win.
made a three-point shot. The Lady
"The three main things we're Bisons answered back whenfreshworlring on are taking better care man Kenzie Tucker sank four free
of the basketball, increasing our throws to seal the lead.
In tonight's
number of rebounds
game Francis
and keeping a strong
said he believes
"One of our main goals
defense," coach Brad
Francis said.
this year is to protect our the Lady Bisons
have the advanIn preparation for
home court. The crowd
tage since the game
difficult games ,the
here really helps us get
will be played in
team often practices
pumped up."
the Rhodes Field
twire a day rather than
~~~~i:~ once a day MICHELLE FREEMAN, JUNIOR House.
"It's always
tougher the sec'We needed to work
ond time around,"
on turnovers, but I see
Francis said. 'We've
crur offense getting better," Freeman said. "I'm looking played four home games in a row
and after winning at their place,
forward to another win."
Glover said she has mixed feel- we are hopeful to get another win
ings about a second game against here."
Francis said the team wants to
this team.
''Since we won the game by only improve its honie record and beat
a few points, we will definitely have UAH and other visiting teams in
to be ready to play them again " front of the Harding fans.
"One of our main goals this year
Glover said. "At the same time,
we've already seen them once and is to protect our home court," Freewe should be even more prepared man said. "The crowd here really
helps us get pumped up.
for them this time around;"
The Lady Bisons will play two
During the first meeting between
the teams, the Lady Bisons Jed for home games over the break. •

X-country finishes in Top 10
REBECeA STEFFAN
student reporter
The men's and w~men's cross
countryteamswent home from the
NCAA II Cross Country Championships in Evansville,,Ing. Nov. 20,
having earned a fifth B_lace title
for the men and ninth p1ace title
for the women.
Thousands,ofpeople lined the
six-mile course, some had traveled
more than 3,000 miles to cheer on
their friends, teammates and family, coach Steve Guymon said.
'The atmosphere is kind of hard
to explain; it's ctazy," said Guymon,
likening the spirited crowd to that
of the Rhodes Rowdies.
The men and women's teams
competed against the 24 best
teams in the country, earning
their way to the championships
through hard work and determination, Guymon said.
The women's goal was to place
in the top 10, Guymon said, and
they performed exactly as be had
expected:

fourth in the lOK event in 32:02.3
and came in as Harding's top rllilner. Reed Fisher placed 20th in
the 10K with a time of 32:53.5.
Both runners earned All-American honors for the second time in
their careers.
Senior Maciej
"We had a great race, but Miereczko, jufinished 5th, it was a little nior Jake Conely,
sophomores Artur
disappointing but we've Kern, andPrzemek
had a tremendous year." Bob~owski and
freshman Julius
STEVE GUYMON,
Kosgei also repCROSS COUNTlY HEAD {OA(H
resented the Bisons. Miereczko

Senior Helen Singoei, the top
Lady Bisonfurisher, placed16thin
'the 6K event in 22 minutes, 31.6
seconds. Sophomore Kalina Szetyn
1inished.l8thin 22:39.1. Bothnmners earned All-American honors,
Singoei for the second time in her
career.

The Lady Bisons
were also represented
by junior Abby Rodenbeck, sophomores.
Vicky Echeverria.,
Jessica Pingrey and
Mary Brown, and.
freshman Savita
Ohelimo.
Though expecta·
tions were high for
the men's team, Guymon said he
is happy with how the team did.
"We had a greatxace, but finjshed fifth," said Guymon of the
men's performance. "It was a
little disappointing - but we've
had a tremendous year. We've
got strong :runner's up front, and
it's a yeung te_a m."
Sephomere Peter Kosgei placed

finishedoneseoond
ahead of Kern in
45th place and Kern in 46th.
Guymon Said he ev8.luates what
he is doing every year.
"It s been an honor coaching
these kid.s," Guymon said. ''They
represent Harding with tremendous passion. I love my kids to
be around them, rm just really
proud at what they've done and
accomplished.'' •

Your dad will love getti-ng a bill
from us because he will know that
we took good care of you.

NCM Basketball
Oregon vs. Dlinois
_ Louisiana-Laf. vs. Kansas
U. of Ala.-Birmingham vs. Oklahoma St.
Florida vs. Louisville
Indiana vs. Kentucky.
Tie Breaker:
NCAA Basketball
Guess the winner and exact score
of the Orange Bowl
Oklahoma vs. USC
"'Editors picks are in bold

Boyce Arnett, P.D.
Class of '66

268-3311

Casey McLeoq, I>harm.D
Class of '97

(And.you didn't have to worry about the money!)
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To See ond
Be Seen

Bright lights inspire
creativity, photo eye
reen and:red.SJ:e woma bit mere frequently;
that' seasonal' aisle in Wal-1\fart is now
filled with candy canes; a:nd Ber.ryhill
Park is all aglow with its anmtal Christmas li~ht exhibit.
Thisca:n.on1ymean one fuing:it.'s Christmasti.me in: Searcy.
rm not a big Christmas person. but l
have always gotten a little more out of the Christ·
mas lights that inevitably grace
the streets than most Christmas
Those twinkling enthusiasts do.
It is truly wonderful when
bulbs of color
make my already ordinary ijrings are transformed
into great photographs with just
overactive
a simp1e stripg of lights.
photo-seeking
Those twinkling bulbs of color
eyes go into
make my ~~dy overact,ive photo-seeking eyes go into overdrive.
overdrive .
....__ _ _ _ _ , AfteJ.;!•stumbling upon the famous
'Berryhill Park in all of its Christ·
mas light glory, I decided right then and there that
I needed to have a Christmas-light-photography-extravaganza.
This resulted in me squandering a good two hours,
romping blissfully about the park, snapping photos
of every-light that winked my direction. And the next
day I went back for more.
I realize that Christmas lights are a source of joy for
many others out there, but for me, specifically when
taking photos of them, they alter my reality in a way
that puts me in such a great Christmassy
mood that not even the looming finals week
could ruin it.
Christmas lights are my Disney World.
Surround me with some good Christ·
mas lights, hand me my camera and
you've got yourself one very happy
photographer.
Happy would actually be an un·
derstatement. Overjoyed ... elated
... euphoric. Now those are words
that might just come close to capturing
how I feel when I am among those glittering sp~cks
of light.
So whether it's the bre!lk from school, family
time, great food or even an abnormal obsession with Christmas lights, everyone can
find something about Christmas to get
excited about.

Ared star lights
up-aQwistnas tree
atBerryhi~ Pad<.
Being Christinas
lime and th&e(ld
of the semester,

sll.rin!s c:Aln haYe

Christmas parties
and devotionalS at
the commlmity
llJ!(X3ofCtriSmas
hues.

A string of white lights leads up to the balcony on the front of the Mclnteer
Bible building. Freshmen Student Association members were responsible for
decorating around the campus for the holidays .
A Santa Claus
lights up a lawn
in the Cloverdale
area. Homes all
over town show
the Christmas
spirit by displaying
Christmas
lights.

CHELSEA ROBERSON is a
sophomore advertising
major and the 2004-2005
Bison photographer. She
will continue the "Through
the Lens" series for the
rest of the year. She can be
reached at 501-279-4696 or
croberso@harding.edu .

The stream area at Benyhill Park reflects
the brightness of the lights.

